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GLOBAL ATTRACTORS FOR PROBLEMS WITH
MONOTONE OPERATORS

ALEXANDRE N. CARVALHO“, JAN W. CHOLEWA‘, TOMASZ
DLOTKO‘

ABSTRACT. While the theory of existence of global attractors for
semilinear parabolic equations has already been completed then
quasilinear case still contains many open problems. Our aim in
this paper is to study existence of global attractors for quasilinear
parabolic problems with monotone principal part from an abstract
point of view. The results are applied to degenerated parabolic
problems of second and higher order.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we consider the existence of global attractors (see
[HA, p.39]) for problems of the form

‘f-fie) + AM» + B<u<t>> = Ov t> 0’
(1)

u(0) = U0 6 H,

where A is a maximal monotone operator and B is a globally Lipschitz
map on a Hilbert space H.
To motivate the study done here we point out a few features of semi-

linear parabolic problems which will be different for the quasilinear
problems under consideration in this paper. For simplicity of presen-
tation we do this using the easiest possible examples.
Let Q C R” be a bounded smooth domain in R". Assuming that

A = AD denotes the Laplace operator with homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary condition and that B(u) = Au, /\ e R, g e L2(Q), we obtain
the problem:
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utzAu—l-Au+g, t>0, $69,
u=0, 37669, (2)
u(0) : an E L2(Q).

If /\1 denotes the first eigenvalue of —AD, the problem (2) with A <
/\1 has a trivial compact global attractor consisting of the only solution
of stationary problem

Au+Au+g=0,x€Q, (3)
u=0, $639.

On the other hand, if /\ _>_ A1, then the problem (2) no longer has a
compact global attractor.
In contrast to this we will prove that the problem

at = div(|Vu|”‘2Vu) + Au + g, t > 0, a: 6 Q,

a = 0, x 6 39, (4)
u(0) = no 6 L262),

with p > 2, has a compact global attractor for all values of A.

This examples Show that the dissipation properties of the p-
Laplacian, for p > 2, are much stronger than the corresponding prop-
erties of the linear Laplacian. Such properties are related to the fact
that the main part of (4) exhibits a nonlinear diffusion which is very
large for large values of the gradient of the solution. Also for small
gradients of the solution the diffusion is small and this may produce
interesting and complicated dynamics.

In fact we prove existence of global attractors for a class of abstract
problems of the form (1) which includes (4) as well as many other
second and higher order examples of more complicated nature.

2 . ABSTRACT RESU LTS

In this section we prove the abstract theorem concerning exis-
tence of the global attractor for the semigroup associated with (1)
in cl"(D(AH)) (with the metric inherited from H) under some extra
hypotheses on the monotone operator A.
The following hypotheses are known in the literature (cf. [BR], [BA],

[LI], [TE]) and will be used to obtain existence and smoothness of
solutions to (1).

H 1. (i) Let V be a reflexive Banach space such that

VchW,
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with continuous inclusions and with V" denoting the topological dual of
V. Assume in addition that V is dense in H.

(ii) Let A be a nonlinear, monotone, coercive and hemicontinuous
operator such that A : V ——> V* (defined on all of V}.

(iii) Let B : H —> H be a globally Lipschitz map.

Define the set

D(AH) := {u G V; A(u) E H}

and consider the operator AH : D(AH) C H -—+ H given by

AH(u) : A(u) for u E D(AH).

We denote by (-, ) the inner product in H and by (-, ')v-,v the duality
between V" and V.
Recall the definitions of strong and weak solutions to (1).

Definition 1.

o A function u E C'([(),T];H) is a strong solution to (1) if u is
absolutely continuous in any compact subinterval of (0, T), u(t) E
D(AH) for a. a. tE (0,T). and

d
-£@HfiWM»+BmU»=Ofiwaa.tEmT)

o A function u E C'([O,T];H) is called a weak solution to (1) if
there is a sequence {an} of strong solutions convergent to u in
C([0,T1;H)-

We have:

Proposition 1. Ile holds, then the equation (1) defines a semigroup
of nonlinear operators {T(t) : clH(D(AH)) —) clH(D(AH)), t 2 0},
where for each no 6 clH(D(AH))

tsrmw (@

is the global weak solution of (1) starting at no. This semigroup is such
that

R+ x cl"(D(AH)) 9 (two) —> T(t)u0 E ClH(D(AH))

is a continuous map. Additionally, if uo E D(AH) then u() : T(-)u0
is a Lipschitz continuous strong solution of (1).

Proof. Observe that under the assumption H1 the operator A will be
maximal monotone (see [BR, Ex. 2.3.7, p. 26]). Also, as a result of [BR,
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Remark 3.14, p. 106] we have immediately the existence and regularity
of global solutions to (1). For the joint continuity one observes that:

s;.1plllT(t)nQ — T(t)oo||” S C'(T) “no — eon”,
me 0,7‘

which follows from the usual estimates using the equation (1) and
rnonotonicity of A. The proof is completed. El

For further results we will need additional assumptions on A. The
following hypothesis can be used to obtain the density of the domain
of A, even though this is sometimes a trivial problem. It is also helpful
to show that the semigroup is compact and dissipative in the topology
of H.

H 2. There are constants who)? > 0, C] 6 R and p 2 2 such that for
(Lll 1) E V the folloun'ng two conditions hold:

(Av, v)v-,v 2 w1||o||7§ + c], (6)

IIAvllv- S w2(1+llvll’&_l)- (7)

Lemma 1. If H1(7Z),(ii) and H2 hold, then the domain D(/l“) is
dense in H.

Proof. Let u be an arbitrary element of H and 5 6 (0,1). Let us :
(1+ 6A”)_1(u). Since

uE + 5A"(u5) = u, (8)

then
”Halli! “l“ 4/4/1015), Us) 2 (Usual

and using the condition (6) we find that
Ilusllir + 5willuelli’x S llullulluelln — 501- (9)

Hence the norm ”NEH” is bounded and also

6||u€||€ _<_ const, (10)

where const is independent of 6 6 (0,1). LFrom (8) and (7), (10) we
get further

nu. — Ullv- = ammonia- s 00260 + lluell’é“)
L.cons-t n 1 2-4§w25(1+( ) )§w2(6+5Pconst v ).

5

This ensures that 11.5 —> n in V‘. Since H is Hilbert space and {11.5}

is bounded in 1], any sequence {ngn} has a subsequence weakly con-
vergent in H. As a consequence of converges to n weakly in H when
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e ——> 0. Using (9) we observe that 1115 :: HuEHH satisfies quadratic
inequality

y? _ llulluya + eel S 0.

This shows that limsup6_m HuEH” < Hun” and therefore uE converges
to u strongly in H (cf. [BR, Proposition 1.4, p.14]). The proof is
completed. [I

Lemma 2. Let K be a continuous map in a metric space X and l/V be

a dense subset of X. Then the following two conditions are equivalent:

(i) for each open ball BX(7') the image K(Bx(r) 0 DV) is precom—
7)act in X,

(17) for each bounded subset B of X, the image K(B) is precompacl
in X.

Proof. Implication (ii) —> (i) is obvious. To prove (i) —) (ii) denote by
d(B) the diameter of B and take 110 e B. We have:

8 C {v 6 X; p(v0,v) < d(B) +1} =: B

and also

8 c Cl,\-(B o W).

Since K is continuous, then

MB) c [qt-Lyn? n W)) c (ix/(u? o W). (11)

(From (i) the set clxK(l§ 0 W) is compact in X and hence chK(B)
is compact as the result of (11). The proof is completed. El

Remark 1. This lemma shows that it suffices to check compactness of
the semigroup {T(t)} associated with (1) considering initial data uo
from dense subset of the phase space cl”(D(A"); in particular from
D(Au). This observation will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 3. If H1, H2 hold and p > 2, then for any no 6 D(A,,,) and
all T > 0 we have that:

/0 ||u<s>uids s ciruuoittn, (12>

7' du/0 “gem-«13 s cz(||uo||H,T>, (13)

where C1,C2 are locally bounded functions and 9 : 511—1.
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Proof. According to Proposition 1 we have a weak solution u(t) of
the problem (1). Consider 11.0 E D(A”). By [BR, Theorem 2.17] the
corresponding to uo weak solution satisfies:

no 6 C([0,T];H) for all T > 0.

Therefore, for any B Lipschitz from H into H, we have:

f(t)1= B(U(t)) E C(l0,Tl; H) C L0(0,T; V*)-

Applying (BA, Theorem 2.6, p. 140] we verify that
u E C'([0, T]'H)flLp(0,T; V),
du’ 0 xx

We are now able to prove (12), (13).
[From equation (1) and inequality (6) it follows that

. — B ,2d_t”u“H” (A (u ),U)v,v ( (“Lulu
s —':wi||uu, —ci+Lnunt+const||u||H
< ——||u||’v +const1,

where L is the Lipschitz constant for B : H —> H and p > 2. Integrat-
ing over (0,T) we find:

T
“wont + wi/O ||u<s>||tds s “Halli; + «mar. (14)

This shows that (12) is satisfied. Also

||u||L°°(o,T;H) S 00n3t2(|lU0||H,T)- (15)

It follows further from equation (1) and inequality (7) that

||~‘f”Ht < const3(||A<u)||t + ||B(u>||t-)

S const4(1 + IIU|Iff + HUHH)’

Integrating over (0,T) and using (12), (15) we come to (13). The proof
is completed. B

Lemma 4. Let {T(t )} be a semigroup associated with (1) on
cl"(D(An)). Assume H1(i) (12) and (3), for some T > O, p > 1,
9 > 1 and the compactness of the embedding V C H. Then T(t) :

(;l”(D(/l“)) —> cl”(D(A,,)) is a compact map for each t > 0.
6



Proof. To prove compactness of the sernigroup {T(t)} it suflices, ac—

cording to Lemma 2, to consider bounded subsets of H having the
form [3 = BH(r) fl D(AH) (BH(r) being the ball in H with radius r
centered at zero). Fix T > 0 according to our assumptions and define
the subset B C C([0,T]; H):

B :: {T(-)u0; uo E B},
where u(-) = T(-)u0 e C([0, 00); H) denotes a weak solution (5) of (1)
resulting from Proposition 1.

Let us introduce further a Banach space
d

W :: {v e L”(0,T; V); i’ e L"(0,T; v*)}dt
(with p as in H2) endowed with the norm

dv
llvllw 1: llUllLP(0,T;V) + llfillmmmyq-

As a consequence of (12), (13) the set 3 is bounded in the norm of IV.
Therefore, from [LI, Theorem 5.1, Chapt. 1]

B is precompact in L”(0, T; H). (16)

Take any sequence {on} C B and consider the sequence {T(-)un} C
3. From (16) there is a subsequence {T(~)unk} of {T()un} and 110 E
L"(U, T; H) such that

l
7' p(/ ||T(s)unk — v0(s)||',’,,ds> —> 0 when k —> oo. (17)
0

Hence the sequence {||T(-)unk — v0(-)||H} of real functions ||T(-)unk —

v0(-)||" : (0, T) —> R converges to zero in LP(0, T; R) and, in particular,
there is a subsequence {llT(')Unk, — v0(-)||n} such that

||T(-)u,,k’ — v0(-)||H —> 0 a. e. on (O,T). (18)

Now for any t > 0 using (18) we have
3TE(01t) T(T)unk1 —> v0(T) in H.

Therefore

T(t)unkl = T(t — T)T(T)u,,kl —> T(t — T)v0(’r),

which proves that the sequence {T(t)un} has a convergent subsequence.
El

Lemma 5. Let H1, (6) be satisfied. pr > 2 then the semigroup
{T(t)} associated with (1) is bounded dissipative (as in [HA, p. 38] )
in Cl”(D(A11)).
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Proof. It suffices to consider initial data an E D(A”). (From equation
(1), assumption (6) and Lipschitz continuity of B it follows that:

1 d 2

592||u1|u= —<A<u>,u>v-.v ~ <B<u>,u>u

g —w1||a| ’(, — c, + const(||u||u + 1)

5 —L~02—1||u||’(/ + const'

5 —%e—p||u||7,’, + const'.

Hence the function y(t) :: ||u(t)||§, satisfies the differential inequality

y'(t) < —wle"’y§(t) + 2const’.

Therefore, from [TE], Lemma 5.1, p. 163], we get

W) = “uni, 3 (20m) +(w1<’—’ — DOT?-
wlefl’ 2

This shows that the set {no 6 clH(D(AH)) : ||u0||n S r} attracts (see
[HA, p.36]) bounded subsets of clu(D(AH)) in the H—norm for each

2

r 2 (M)". The proof is completed. El
wle‘l’

As a consequence of Proposition 1, Lemmas 2-5 and Hale’s theory
of dissipative systems [HA, Theorem 3.4.8] we conclude immediately
that:

Theorem 1. Let H1, (6), (13) be satisfied, p > 2 and V be compactly
embedded in H. Then the semigroup {T(t)} associated with (1) has a
global attractor in cl”(D(A”)).
Remark 2. Note that the above result is also true for p = 2 provided
that L62 < w] is satisfied, where e is the embedding constant for V C
H.

3. APPLICATIONS

3.1. Example 1: Let Q be an open, bounded domain in R" with
smooth boundary HQ and let H : L2(Q). Consider the following non—
linear second order partial differential equation

ut : (liv(|Vu|p_2Vu) — |u|”—1u+f(u) (19)

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, where p > 2 and
p > 1.
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Next we rewrite the above problem in the abstract setting. Let A]
and A2 be the nonlinear operators defined by

D(A1) = {u e ugflo); (liv(|Vu|”_2Vu) e L2(o)},

A101.) = ~(liv(|Vu|”"2Vu)
and

MA?) = {u e We»; lulp‘lu e mm,
A200 = IMP—[U-

Define the operator A in D(A1) fl D(A2) as

Am) : A1(u) + Am).
Let f : R -—) R be a globally Lipschitz function and B be the Nemitskii
operator defined by —f on L262). For the above defined operators
consider below the problem (1) in H.
Let V : l/VJ’pGZ) 0 LP“ (Q). We then have

Lemma 6. The Banach space V normed by H - “v 2 H . ”Wol'"($2) + ll .

llLPHm) is reflexive.

Proof. The proof follows from the Eberlein-Shmulyan theorem and the
characterization of V* given in [G-Z]. [I

To apply the abstract results we first need to verify condition H1.
It is clear that condition H1(i) is satisfied. Now A : V —> V* by

(A(u), u) V- V =/ |Vu|”2VuV'ud.1:+/ |u|” luvda: for all 11 6 V.

(20)

It is a standard result from monotone operator theory that A is a
monotone, coercive and hemicontinuous nonlinear operator defined on
V with D(An) dense in H, where

D(AH) = {v 6 V; —div(|Vu|p"2Vu) + |u|p‘1u e H},

Also B is trivially seen to be a Lipschitz map from H into itself.
To apply Theorem 1 we need also to verify (6) It follows from (20)

and the Young inequality that
PH(401) “>V V ——”||Vu|mm) + llulle+1((o)

2 w1||u||", + C1 for all u E V,
9



with 7; : rnin{p,p + 1}. Finally to verify (13) observe that for no 6
D(A11) we have

finunt s —nw 717mm WIIUII’Llll MLIIUHmfic
_W(llv“ll[,n(n)+ llull1n+1(n))+ CI‘

Integrating from 0 to T we obtain that
1

guumut ”ll (“wew;m + ||u<smamas s alumnae.
(21)

Also, using Holder inequality, we have

llA1(“lllw-1v’(n) < llvullmmy
(22)

llA2(U)llLl%l(Q) 5 llullifilm)’

Now, from equation (19), estimates (22) and [G-Z, Chapt. 1, §5] it
follows that
“leva s I|A1(u)+ A2<u>||w + “Beauv-

s ||A7(u>||w_7.l<m + “aorta“, + Lllullu + const

“(MU/“tilt;“(Q +ll1Lllf£P+l(Q) + 1)’

Therefore, for 9—— min{—L +p”—1} condition (13) holds:p—l’

flu/0du—n" dt < c/:<||uu‘:;71’{;,, + ||u||,q,,+,,,,,+1)dt s C'z(lluol|11,T

Theorem 2. The problem (19) has a global attractor in L2(Q).

Remark: 3. The case of (2771,)”‘-or(ler nonlinear operators as in [BA,
p. 144] can be treated similarly with minor changes in the proofs.

3.2. Example 2: Let Q be as in Example 1 and AD as in the introduc—
tion. Consider the following nonlinear second order partial differential
equation

: div(|u|p‘2Vu) + f(u) (23)

with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition, 7) > 2 and f : 12+ —>

R“ globally Lipsehitz continuous.
10



Next we write an abstract week formulation of the above problem
(see [LL Ex. 3.2, p. 191]). Consider H : H‘1(Q) endowed with the
inner product given by the extension to H x H of the bilinear form

_ —1 2(um) — (u, (—A,)) v)
11201)’ u,v G L (Q).

For V : L”(Sl) and p > 2 we have that
V c H c V"

with continuous and dense inclusions (here H is identified with its
dual).

If, naively, we try to obtain the estimates needed in Section 2 we
proceed as follows:

(div( |u|” 2Vu), v)=/Qdiv((|u|” 2Vu)[(— AD)“1v]d3:

= P_lI/QA(|UIP_2u)l(—AD)_1v]dx

_“—5:*r/V (‘|u|” 2uu)V[(—AD)—1v]dz+5i—I aQB%[|u|p‘2u][(—AD)”1v]da

——fi/v (—|u|P 2a )(—V[ ‘v]d:c

_ 1 p—2 _ 1 —2 3 _ —1m/Qhfl UUdIE
;/an|u|p

11,35“ AD) UldO.

Then the form
1

a(u,v) : p—_I/Q|u|p”2uvdz
satisfies

a(u,u— U) — a(v,u — v) 2 0

and
1

Z P“(U’ U)
1)
_1llu|LP(Q)’

Therefore, the operator A : V —> V“ defined by a(-, -) is monotone and
satisfies

(AW) ulv v ——lf||u|le(
HAW )||v < “Trllulle(l-QQ)

If A1 : V —> V* is the operator defined by the extension of the form
0p—2 _ _ —1/(’)S2lu‘| “an“ AD) U]d0

11



then
HA (u)||v < CIIUII’ip0)

However we are not able to prove monotonicity.
Since we are interested in solving the Dirichlet boundary value prob-

lem we disregard the operator Al and consider the problem:

%(HH%WAD+BWUDZQt>Q
mm_meH

with B being the extension to H of the Nemitskii operator given by
—f in L2(Q).
Now the problem (24) with A given by the form a(-, -) defines a semi—

group on cl1.1(D(AH)). Since conditions H1 and H2 are also satisfied
we have, by Lemma 1, that cl”(D(A")) = H and by Theorem 1 that:

(24)

Theorem 3. The problem (24) has a global attractor in H‘1(Q).

Next, we briefly describe why a sufficiently regular solution must
satisfy (23) and the boundary condition.
If v E AD(C§°(Q)) it follows from (24) that

/Q d?“— AD-) v]d.’c =—p—1I/Q|u|f’"2uvdz+/Qf(u)[(—A)“vldw

= —T/QA (‘lulfl 2 >[<—AD>-1v1dx+ /Qf<u>1<—

so that
1

“t : FA(|U|”_2U) + N“)
almost everywhere in Q. To verify that the boundary condition is also
satisfied we shall use the following:

Lemma 7. For given (151 E C§°(8Q) there exists a function 1) E L”(Q)
such, that

0
On

Proof. Note that for any 9 e L”(Q), $7 $1 6 03°(8Q) the unique 50111-

tion of the elliptic boundary value problem

(— AD) lv]=q61 in 0Q.

A211) : g in Q,
w—— qb in 8Q,
%_w =¢1 in an,

belongs to l'V4”‘(Q). Then 1) : —A1)wIS a required function. El
12
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If we now assume that v e L”(Q) we have

du _ —1 :_ 1 / p—2ad?“ AD) v]dx pTT Q|u| uvda:

—~ fi/an|u|p‘2ua%[(—AD)‘lv]da + /Qf(u)[(—AD)“1v]drc.

Since the solution satisfies (23) almost everywhere in Q we have that
8P‘2 _. — _1 :/(m|u| “an“ AD) v]d0 0.

Therefore from Lemma 7 u = 0 in 6&2.

These computations justify the choice of A.
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